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Abstract:  Ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) is a type of  cryptographic technique where we can control 

the access of outsourced data in the cloud. However, some drawbacks of key management obstruct the popularity of its 

application. One drawback in urgent need of solution is the key escrow problem. We indicate that front-end devices of 

clients like smartphones generally have only limited privacy protection, so if private keys are entirely held by them, clients 

risk key exposure that is hardly noticed but inherently existed in previous research. Here, we propose a collaborative key 

management protocol in CP-ABE (CKM-CP-ABE). This construction realizes distributed generation, issue and storage of 

private keys without adding any extra infrastructure. It also provides a fine-grained and immediate attribute revocation for 

key update. 

 

Key Terms - Encryption,Decryption,Cloud server. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In several distributed systems a user should only be able to access data if a user possesses a certain set of credentials or 

attributes. However, if any server storing the data is compromised, then the confidentiality of the data will be compromised. 

In this project, we present a system for realizing complex access control on encrypted data that we call ciphertext-policy 

attribute-based encryption. By using our techniques encrypted data can be kept confidential even if the storage server is 

untrusted; moreover, our methods are secure against collusion attacks. One of the most challenging issues we face in data 

sharing systems is the enforcement of access policies and the support of policies updates. Ciphertext policy attribute-based 

encryption (CP-ABE) is becoming a promising cryptographic solution to this issue. It enables data owners to define their own 

access  policies over user attributes and enforce the policies on the data to be distributed. 

CP-ABE is quite suitable for the construction of secure, fine-grained access control for cloud data sharing [27][28]. 

However, there are still a lot of open challenges concerning the practical realization of ABEs especially in terms of private 

key management. For large numbers of previous ABE schemes [2][3][4][5][6][7], the key authority must be completely 

trustworthy, as it can decrypt all the ciphertext using a generated private key without permission of its owner. This is 

commonly called the key escrow problem and is an inherent disadvantage that threatens user privacy. Together with the 

growth of mobile applications, mobile cloud services [24] [31] have been introduced as a potential trend in cloud computing. 

Current research work hardly notices that mobile front-end devices, such as smartphones, are far more vulnerable than 

servers with respect to privacy protection [20]. Thus, the vulnerability in private key protection may easily lead to the 

exposure of keys to unauthorized users [30]. In addition, current ABE key management schemes also require much bilinear 

pairing calculation, exponentiation and multiplication, especially in the decryption step [5][29]. The resulting run time may 

be horribly unacceptable. In this paper, we propose a novel collaborative key management protocol in ciphertext policy 

attribute-based encryption (CKM-CP-ABE) aiming to enhance security and efficiency of key management in cloud data 

sharing systems. The main contributions are summarized as follows: 
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1. A novel collaborative protocol is presented. With help of interaction among the key authority, a cloud server and a 

client who tends to access data,distributed generation, issue and storage of private keys are realized. 

2. We introduce attribute groups to build the private key update algorithm. A unique attribute group key is allocated to 

each attribute group that contains clients who share the same attribute.  

3.  We indicate that not only the key escrow problem but also key exposure is threatening the confidentiality of private 

keys, which is hardly noticed in previous research. Compared to previous key management protocols for attribute-

based data sharing systems in the cloud, our proposed protocol effectively addresses both two problems by its 

collaborative key management. Finally, we provide proof of security for the proposed protocol.  

 

II.  OBJECTIVES 

     The proposed collaborative mechanism not only solves the key escrow problem but also solves the key exposure. Meanwhile, 

it helps to reduce client encryption overhead. When we compare with other representative CP-ABE schemes, it demonstrates 

that our scheme has somewhat better  performance in terms of cloud-based outsourced data sharing on mobile devices. Finally, 

we provide proof of security for the proposed protocol. 

 

III.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 
     In a collaborative key management system, the existing system faces a key escrow problem. So, we proposed a novel 

collaborative key management protocol in ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CKM-CP-ABE) scheme to overcome 

this key escrow problem. This novel collaborative key management protocol enhances security and efficiency of key 

management in cloud data sharing systems. 

 

IV.    PROPOSED SYSTEM 

        In this paper, we propose a novel collaborative key management protocol in ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption 

(CKM-CP-ABE) aiming to enhance security and efficiency of key management in cloud data sharing systems. With the help of 

interaction among the key authority, a cloud server and a client who tends to access data, distributed generation, issue and 

storage of private keys are realized. We introduce attribute groups to build the private key update algorithm. A unique attribute 

group key is allocated to each attribute group that contains clients who share the same attribute. Via updating attribute group 

key, a fine-grained and immediate attribute revocation is provided. The collaborative mechanism helps markedly reduce client 

decryption overhead by employing a decryption server to execute most of the decryption while leaving no knowledge about 

information to it. 

 

V.   ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

⦁  Secure key management is guaranteed without adding any extra physical infrastructure, which is easier to deploy 
compared with previous multi-authority schemes 
⦁  We indicate that not only the key escrow problem but also key exposure is threatening the confidentiality of 

private keys, which is hardly noticed in previous research. 
 

VI.   SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

      System Architecture 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Module description: 
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Client 

A client (CL) is a user who intends to access data in cloud storage via front-end devices. With the potential trend of mobile cloud 

services, mobile devices are the majority of front-end devices. If the CL’s attribute set satisfies an access policy associated with 

ciphertext, the CL will be allowed to acquire plaintext. We assume that most mobile devices are performance-restrained, so CLs 

may be in danger of suffering key exposure.  

Key Authority 

The key authority (KA) is a vital component in the system. The KA is responsible for most calculating tasks, including key 

generation, key update, etc. We assume that the KA is semi-trusted in our system, meaning it is curious about the value of plaintext 

but has no intention of tampering with it. 

Cloud Server 

A cloud server (CS) is responsible for cloud storage management. All the data to be shared is in the control of the CS. We assume 

that any CS is semi-trusted.  

Decryption Server 

The decryption server (DS) has powerful computing capabilities. It undertakes and isolates most, but not all, tasks of decryption. We 

assume that the DS is semi-trusted and the DS access channel is insecure, because it is sufficient for CKM-CP-ABE to guarantee 

data security, which will be demonstrated in Section IV.  

Data Owner 

A data owner (DO) is an authorized user in the system that possesses data to be uploaded. DOs define their own explicit access 

policies so that only desirable CLs are granted permission to obtain plaintext. 

 

 

 VII.   RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

       Result 

        Here we are running the code to display the page, where the user can register with the required credentials. When the users  register 

the key authority will generate a secret key for registered users. Then the user details are approved and stored which we can see in the 

database server. 

 

 

 

When  the user or owner  login and if he/she is valid then the user can upload the file and also be able to select any one 

registered user so that they can download to use that file.    
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Discussion 

   If the same data owner uploads another file with the same shared user policy then this application will not generate another 

key. It will form a group with the same share policy. With this we can avoid extra key generation time.    

 

 VIII.    CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

         Conclusion 

         Ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption is a promising cryptographic technique to realize fine-grained access 

control in secure cloud storage.In this paper, we propose a novel league key control protocol to enhance both security and 

efficiency of key management in ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption for cloud data sharing.Distributed key 

generation, issue and storage of private keys are realized without adding any extra physical infrastructure. 

      

          Future Scope 

      Our future work will build on the preliminary findings in this work to develop the proposed scheme by reducing ciphertext 

size, encryption cost and decryption cost, which are still open problems that hinder practical application of attribute-data 

sharing. Considering some specific industrial scenarios such as personal health record access control, besides, the 

expressiveness of access policy needs enhancement as well.  
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